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Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited and The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited take no 
responsibility for the contents of this announcement, make no representation as to its accuracy or 
completeness and expressly disclaim any liability whatsoever for any loss howsoever arising from or 
in reliance upon the whole or any part of the contents of this announcement.
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STRATEGIC COOPERATION FRAMEWORK AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE GROUP AND TELLING HOLDING GROUP

The board (the “Board”) of directors (the “Directors”) of Grandshores Technology Group Limited 
(the “Company”, together with its subsidiaries, the “Group”) is pleased to announce that on 6 April 
2020, Grandshores Creative Technology Limited (“GS Creative”, a 60%-owned subsidiary of the 
Company) and Telling Mobile Telecommunication Co., Ltd.* (“Telling Mobile”, a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of Telling Telecommunication Holding Co., Ltd.* (“Telling Holding”, together with its 
subsidiaries, “Telling Holding Group”)) entered into a strategic cooperation framework agreement 
(the “Agreement”).

Pursuant to the Agreement:

1. Both parties intend to cooperate in-depth including but not limited to the establishment of a 
joint venture company, relying on the world’s leading 5G + cloud computing + blockchain + 
virtual reality technology to jointly develop and expand mobile internet video products and 
digital asset management business in China and overseas markets;

2. GS Creative will use its real-time data collection, analysis, and synthesis in virtual reality, 
as well as algorithms, technologies, and experience advantages of large-scale concurrent 
computing management in cloud computing. By leveraging Telling Mobile’s technical 
advantages and market resources in 5G networks and mobile internet, and combining with the 
latest generation of augmented reality technology of mainstream mobile terminal systems, both 
parties intend to jointly develop products for mobile internet video creators, digital intellectual 
properties (IP) operators and end users; and

3. GS Creative will use the established cloud computing power cluster and network advantages 
to provide technical support for the rapid growth of users of mobile internet of things (IoT) 
products jointly developed by both parties. Telling Mobile will use its advantages in markets 
and channels in respect of mobile phone distribution and resale to provide priority market 
research, client customization, product promotion and customer service support for target 
products.
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Telling Holding, the shares of which are listed on the Shenzhen Stock Exchange (ticker symbol: 
000829.SZ), has built an industry-leading integrated service network integrating mobile phone 
distribution, retail, after-sales service, mobile internet, mobile communication virtual operation and 
lottery. To the best of the Directors’ knowledge, information and belief having made all reasonable 
enquiries, Telling Holding and its ultimate beneficial owner are third parties independent of the 
Company and its connected persons (as defined under the Rules Governing the Listing of Securities 
on The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited (the “Listing Rules”)).

The Board believes that, given the respective strength, resources and expertise of the Group and 
Telling Holding Group, the potential cooperation is expected to enable the Group to further expand 
its business and bring long term value to the Group.

The Agreement only provides a cooperation framework between the Company and Telling Holding, 
and does not constitute a legally binding agreement or otherwise give rise to legally enforceable 
rights and obligations. Both parties will use their best effort to reach the agreement on the terms and 
enter into a legally binding agreement for the potential cooperation.

The Company will make further announcement(s) as and when appropriate in compliance with the 
Listing Rules.
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